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New solutions help CSPs profitably build, operate and monetize cloud
infrastructure to accelerate delivery of new services
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FRANKFURT, Dec. 5, 2012 — HP Enterprise Services today announced new and enhanced
technology solutions that support communication service providers’ (CSPs’) efforts to
generate new revenue streams and reduce costs.
The new services and software will enable CSPs to build and operate public cloud
environments for their enterprise and small and midsized business (SMB) customers.
CSPs looking to expand their traditional business models want to offer their subscribers
premium applications such as video, audio, messaging and business process services.
This requires migrating existing services to next-generation networks and modernizing
infrastructures to provide new services that attract and retain business customers.
HP Cloud Solutions for CSPs help CSPs harness the cloud to identify new revenue
opportunities, accelerate delivery of new services to their business customers and achieve
higher retention rates among subscribers. Building on the HP Converged Cloud portfolio,
the new solutions and services enable CSPs to build and manage their public cloud
environment. These include:
 HP Cloud Services Enablement Solutions for CSPs offers licensed software that enables
CSPs to quickly respond to changing demands without investing in a new data center
infrastructure by using a Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) model. Based on the HP
Aggregation Platform for SaaS, the solutions enable CSPs to offer Infrastructure-as-aService (IaaS) and SaaS solutions to their enterprise and SMB customers without an
upfront capital investment.
 HP Enterprise Cloud Services for CSPs—Private Cloud provides managed services via
HP’s next-generation data centers or the client’s infrastructure. This enables CSPs to
quickly respond to demand and scale operations to new clients.
 HP Cloud Business Strategy Workshop for Service Providers helps CSPs define and
clarify their public cloud strategy. HP’s experienced consultants work with the client’s
C-level executives to build “as a service” offerings, provide a qualitative business case
analysis and establish a high-level roadmap of cloud services. This planned approach
helps clients minimize their business risks.
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 HP Cloud Interactive Voice Response helps CSPs consolidate their infrastructures with
the multitenancy capabilities of HP OpenCall Media Platform products. As a result,
clients can operate an Interactive Voice Response solution in a cloud environment,
leveraging core competencies in voice services to create new revenue streams.
“New competition and lower margins are forcing CSPs to quickly transform, or even
reinvent, their traditional business models in order to remain competitive” said David Sliter,
vice president and general manager, Communications, Media and Entertainment, HP
Enterprise Services. “HP cloud solutions and services offer new delivery models and the
necessary business and technical expertise to enable CSPs to enter new markets while
reducing their overall risk.”
Integrated cloud solutions accelerate time to market
HP licensed software solutions help CSPs become cloud service brokers and provide IaaS
and SaaS solutions to their business customers. The solutions enable CSPs to offer:
 Device Management as a Service for the management and data backup of mobile
devices and PCs;
 Communications as a Service, including HP and third-party solutions such as
messaging, collaboration and business voice services;
 Business Applications as a Service, offering HP and a suite of third-party solutions for
web hosting, including enterprise resource planning (ERP) and customer relationship
management; and
 IaaS for compute services, which is based on HP’s prepackaged HP CloudSystem
Service Provider solution.
Expanded cloud offerings drive competitive differentiation, customer satisfaction
Incorporating network and IT services into cloud offerings enables clients to differentiate
from competitors while improving scalability and the customers’ end-to-end experience.
The HP Market Place Portal enables CSPs and their resellers to define and price
application bundles for customers, including services, software and hardware. By
centralizing management functions via a single portal, CSPs minimize service failure risk
while improving customer satisfaction.
Pricing and availability
HP Cloud Solutions for CSPs are available to clients worldwide; pricing varies according to
implementation.
About HP
HP creates new possibilities for technology to have a meaningful impact on people,
businesses, governments and society. The world’s largest technology company, HP brings
together a portfolio that spans printing, personal computing, software, services and IT
infrastructure to solve customer problems. More information about HP (NYSE: HPQ) is
available at http://www.hp.com.
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This news advisory contains forward-looking statements that involve risks, uncertainties and assumptions. If
such risks or uncertainties materialize or such assumptions prove incorrect, the results of HP and its
consolidated subsidiaries could differ materially from those expressed or implied by such forward-looking
statements and assumptions. All statements other than statements of historical fact are statements that could
be deemed forward-looking statements, including but not limited to statements of the plans, strategies and
objectives of management for future operations; any statements concerning expected development,
performance, market share or competitive performance relating to products and services; any statements
regarding anticipated operational and financial results; any statements of expectation or belief; and any
statements of assumptions underlying any of the foregoing. Risks, uncertainties and assumptions include
macroeconomic and geopolitical trends and events; the competitive pressures faced by HP’s businesses; the
development and transition of new products and services (and the enhancement of existing products and
services) to meet customer needs and respond to emerging technological trends; the execution and
performance of contracts by HP and its customers, suppliers and partners; the protection of HP's intellectual
property assets, including intellectual property licensed from third parties; integration and other risks associated
with business combination and investment transactions; the hiring and retention of key employees;
assumptions related to pension and other post-retirement costs and retirement programs; the execution, timing
and results of restructuring plans, including estimates and assumptions related to the cost and the anticipated
benefits of implementing those plans; expectations and assumptions relating to the execution and timing of
cost reduction programs and restructuring and integration plans; the resolution of pending investigations,
claims and disputes; and other risks that are described in HP’s Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q for the fiscal
quarter ended July 31, 2012 and HP’s other filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission, including HP’s
Annual Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended October 31, 2011. HP assumes no obligation and does
not intend to update these forward-looking statements.
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statements accompanying such products and services. Nothing herein should be construed as constituting an
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